A long, hard walk of approx. 13km, 350m ascent taking 4½ hrs. Clockwise is best, with fine views and varied scenery.

RIBERERS ROUTE
(Benissa) Modified PRCU-388

Leave Benissa on the N332 for Gata. Follow signs for AP-7, but be sure to turn off at the 'toll 300m' sign! Then on to the cemetery.

Those who are very fit may also climb Tossal de Maro!
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The cave is reputed to be the hideaway of a robber king who pounced on unwary travellers in the valley below, so watch out!

COSTA BLANCA WALKS MAPS
An alternative start is from the car park near the correo (post office) just off the main street of Gata. The turning at the traffic lights, opposite C.Calvari, leads to the ermita. (2015)
FUENTE MATA - Gata

approx. 9 km, 250m ascent, 3½ hrs. moderate, clockwise.

This is a popular route, nowhere difficult, through varied terrain, without any steep ups or downs. Fuente Mata is interesting and makes a perfect picnic place. Follow rw or wy waymarks. The gorge offers rock scenery, but is very rough underfoot. (alternative)

Parsons. 2015
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